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The Study Group on Music of Oceania was proposed at the 1977 World Conference, held in Honolulu, and formally established two years later with Ricardo D. Trimillos as the first Chair (1979-83) . Barbara Smith (1983 Smith ( -2001 The Study Group on Music and Dance of Oceania (SGMDO), as it is presently named, has held nine symposia in Australia (four times), Japan, Palau, USA, Papua New Guinea, and Guam. It sponsors panels and holds business meetings at ICTM World Conferences, issues publications, and has discussions of relevant issues whenever a number of its members are able to meet informally.
Background to the festschrift
At the end of November 2013, Kirsty Gillespie (Study Group Chair), Neil Coulter, and Don Niles discussed what would be involved in organising a Study Group symposium in Papua New Guinea. At the time that eventuality seemed unlikely, so we considered other possible activities, and the idea of a festschrift was raised. After all, the Study Group had previously prepared festschrifts to honour the contributions of Barbara Smith (Lawrence 2001) and Mervyn McLean (Moyle 2007 On 5 March 2015, we asked those who had submitted abstracts to write their chapters, with 30 September as a deadline. Considering a possible publisher, we thought a natural choice would be ANU Press, both because of Stephen's long and fruitful association with The Australian National University (ANU) and because of the Press's outstanding reputation as a traditional and electronic publisher. Later in March we received encouraging comments from ANU about the possibility of a festschrift being published with them. We envisaged launching and presenting the book to Stephen at the ICTM 44th World Conference, which was planned to take place in Limerick, Ireland, in July 2017. This seemed particularly appropriate as Stephen had accepted the position of co-Programme Chair for that meeting-one of the few roles in ICTM he had never taken on before-and would therefore almost certainly be in attendance.
Because it seemed we had a liberal timeline to work with and in order to encourage as much participation as possible, the deadline for submissions got pushed forward a number of times, with the final one being in January 2016. After receiving and reviewing the manuscripts, the editors grouped the submissions and wrote introductory sections to get the volume into a form that could be considered by ANU.
Submission to ANU for consideration of the manuscript took place in March 2016, and the highly positive and encouraging reports were received in September. Final versions of manuscripts were requested from authors by 31 October. By the end of 2016, most of the content was finalised, with only a few chapters still in the final stages of editing. Early 2017 saw the final edited manuscript, replete with photographic material, come together and be submitted to the Press.
Contents of volume
The title of this collection honouring Stephen Wild-A Distinctive Voice in the Antipodes-is drawn from his own essay celebrating the 50th anniversary of the journal Ethnomusicology (Wild 2006) . While Stephen pondered whether there might be a distinctive voice in the ethnomusicology of Australia and New Zealand, we have turned his question into a statement of fact and applied it to him as someone who very much embodies such a distinctive voice through his writings, influence, and other academic activities. Further support for our appropriation of Stephen's 2006 title can be found in the frequency with which that article is cited in the contributions here.
The chapters submitted for Stephen's festschrift were written by scholars living in different parts of the world and with a diversity of backgrounds and interests. There is a similar diversity of approaches in the chapters themselves, both reflecting the state of ethnomusicological studies and also the range of Stephen's own concerns.
The chapters seemed to fall quite naturally into three groups, in spite of the inevitable overlap that makes neat divisions impossible. These divisions nicely mirror some of Stephen's own academic interests and passions.
Indigenous Australia
Understanding the musical traditions of Indigenous Australian peoples, including their relevance to all of Australian society, was a persistent feature of Stephen's career. Six contributions address aspects of this theme.
Stephen forged new ground in long-term, collaborative approaches to the study of Aboriginal song and dance through his early research in Lajamanu and extending to his tenure at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and and Wild 1984) , music is often inseparable from dance, something that is reflected in the name change of the Study Group in 2007 to include dance, and something both directly and indirectly addressed in this volume. Shishikura's chapter is also a paper about dance; the following two chapters in this section focus primarily on dance performed in new performance contexts. Naomi Faik-Simet's chapter, 'The Politics of the Baining Fire Dance', describes a dramatic Papua New Guinean dance form well known for its elaborate costume and general spectacle, and how its popularity has drawn it out of its original context into the complex arena of festivals and shows, bringing with it equally complex issues around ownership and politics. Jane Freeman Moulin's chapter, 'Touristic Encounters: Imag(in)ing Tahiti and its Performing Arts', on the other hand, considers how performance for touristic purposes, at least in the case of French Polynesia, may actually be in the interests of cultural sustainability.
The final two offerings in this section of the volume are chapters whereby the authors examine particular musical expressions from their own subjective standpoints as senior scholars reflecting upon their careers and how their scholarly and musical experiences have shaped them. Jill Stubington, in her chapter 'Heritage and Place: Kate Fagan's Diamond Wheel and Nancy Kerr's Twice Reflected Sun', speaks to a musical tradition that originates from beyond the Pacific, in particular contemporary Australian folk song with roots elsewhere, and reflects upon the significance of place in relation to identity in music. Closing this section, Ric Trimillos's chapter 'Living in Hawai'i; The Pleasures and Rewards of Hawaiian Music for an "Outsider" Ethnomusicologist', provides us with a heart-warming account of his friendship and collegial relationship with Stephen. Trimillos shares with us his own trajectory in becoming an ethnomusicologist living and working in Hawai'i, while also documenting two specific musical occurrences there (the Merrie Monarch Hula Festival and slack-key guitar in a recent film soundtrack). He reflects upon the significance of a career in ethnomusicology, and his afterword appropriately honours Stephen as a valued friend and colleague.
Archiving and academia
Involvement in academic concerns and various aspects of archiving have been recurring areas of interest to Stephen for many years, both in relation to his own work and the SGMDO events he has hosted. Six contributions further develop these concerns.
In 'Protecting Our Shadow: Repatriating Ancestral Recordings to the Lihir Islands, Papua New Guinea', Kirsty Gillespie discusses how centuryold cylinder recordings from Lihir located in a Berlin archive stimulated local performance and discussion, leading to their repatriation and raising more general concerns over issues of cultural heritage. Gisa Jähnichen's contribution, 'The History of the 'Ukulele "Is Today"', considers evidence suggesting slightly different ideas about the origin of the 'ukulele in Hawai'i that challenge many of the oft-repeated stories about this iconic instrument. Archives and resources, some only recently becoming available, are welcome documents for the communities concerned and are often able to provide a better understanding of important historical events. The volume closes with a listing of publications by Stephen, information about the contributors, and an index.
On behalf of the authors and the Study Group on Music and Dance of Oceania, we bring together these papers to celebrate Stephen's numerous accomplishments, a man recognised in a review of this volume by Andrée Grau, Professor of the Anthropology of Dance at University of Roehampton, London, as 'a great facilitator and a scholar who serves humanity through music'. In doing so, we hope to not only draw attention to the significant role he has played in shaping the field of ethnomusicology in the region, but to provide a rich account of aspects of his life and career that may not be well known, and which form and also reflect our colleague, mentor, and friend, Stephen A. Wild.
